Mythology
Starry Nights
Creative Writing

Objective:
After visiting the STARLAB planetarium, students will select a group of stars forming a pattern, name the
group of stars according to the sky picture they see, draw their constellation, and write a story or myth
relating to the constellation they select.
Procedure:
1. Prior to the STARLAB planetarium visit, discuss the terms constellation and mythology.
2. Read “The Story of Cassiopeia, the Queen” aloud with the students. Discuss its origin and purpose.
3. Ask students to observe the night sky inside the planetarium, selecting a star group that appears to
form a picture.
4. Upon exiting the STARLAB, have the students draw the constellation they selected. It may be a
“known” constellation or one that they create.
5. Students will write their own myth or story describing the constellation of their choice. They should
NOT use an existing myth. The story must be an original composition. Prewriting should be the
initial step.
6. Students now complete a rough draft and participate in the peer revision process utilizing the
attached rubric. Revise and present the finished product.
7. Additional creative genres are possible including expressive dance, chant, artistic storyboard
displays, or computer-generated media to name a few.
Evaluation:
Students will design and create a written story and visual representation of their constellation of choice.
A rubric is attached and should be given to students prior to the STARLAB visit.
Extension:
Students could research traditional myths relating to the constellations. They should search out
information relating to the culture of the original storyteller of the myth. Students could analyze the
relationship between the mythology and the life of the story’s creator.

Starry Night
Name:_________________________________
4. Distinguished

3. Proficient

2. Apprentice

1. Novice

No spelling,
grammar,
capitalization or
punctuation errors.
Sentences are all
well-formed.

Fewer than 5
spelling and
grammar errors.
Fewer than 5
capitalization and
punctuation errors.
One or two flawed
sentences.

More than 5
spelling and
grammar errors.
More than 5
capitalization and
punctuation errors.
Less than 5
sentences show
flawed structure.

More than 10
spelling and
grammar errors.
More than 10
capitalization and
punctuation errors.
Many sentences
show flawed
structure.

Content-Creativity: Story demonstrated
Unique delivery
student's own
interpretation and
expression of
constellation.

Story included
student-created
ideas as well as
existing ideas from
legend or
mythology.

Story related
previously existed
although it
contained minimal
student creativity.

Story was repeated
from existing
mythology.

Planning-Rough
Draft:
Draft of the final
document

Rough draft was
completed in a
timely manner and
included all
necessary
information. Rough
draft was written
neatly. Student
used feedback from
editing process to
make final project
better.

Rough draft was
completed in a
timely manner and
included most of
the necessary
information. Rough
draft was written
neatly. Student
worked on their
own and with peers
during the editing
process.

Rough draft
included some
necessary
information. Rough
draft was
completed on time.
Rough draft was
legible. Student
worked with peers
during the editing
process.

Rough draft was
incomplete and was
not finished on
time. Rough draft
was difficult to
read. Student did
not participate in
the editing process.

Writing-Ideas:
Interesting, welldeveloped story

All ideas were
presented with
many details in a
clear, unique
manner,and related
a well-developed
story.

Most ideas were
presented with
several details in a
clear, unique
manner,and related
a well-developed
story.

Writing had three
Writing had few
or more details that details and did not
supported the
develop the story.
story.

Design-Overview:
Visual of observed
constellation

Creatively designed
and produced a
neat, clear
representation of
the constellation.

Designed and
produced a neat,
clear
representation of
the constellation.

Neat visual of
constellation was
turned in.

WritingConventions:
Correct spelling,
grammar,
punctuation, usage

MyT4L Rubric
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Visual was omitted
or lacked clarity.

